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Abstract
A nondeterministic automaton is called unambiguous if it has at most one accepting run on
every input. A regular language is called unambiguous if there exists an unambiguous automaton
recognizing this language. Currently, the class of unambiguous languages of infinite trees is not
well-understood. In particular, there is no known decision procedure verifying if a given regular
tree language is unambiguous. In this work we study the self-dual class of bi-unambiguous
languages — languages that are unambiguous and their complement is also unambiguous. It
turns out that thin trees (trees with only countably many branches) emerge naturally in this
context.
We propose a procedure P designed to decide if a given tree automaton recognizes a biunambiguous language. The procedure is sound for every input. It is also complete for languages
recognisable by deterministic automata. We conjecture that P is complete for all inputs but
this depends on a new conjecture stating that there is no MSO-definable choice function on thin
trees. This would extend a result by Gurevich and Shelah on the undefinability of choice on the
binary tree.
We provide a couple of equivalent statements to our conjecture, we also give several related
results about uniformizability on thin trees. In particular, we provide a new example of a language
that is not unambiguous, namely the language of all thin trees. The main tool in our studies are
algebras that can be seen as an adaptation of Wilke algebras to the case of infinite trees.
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1

Introduction

Infinite trees form a rich class of models, one infinite tree may encode whole set of finite words
or a strategy in an infinite duration game. Therefore, the decidability of Monadic SecondOrder (MSO) logic over infinite trees [19] is often called the mother of all decidability results.
The proof of this decidability result follows a similar line as in the case of finite words [27]
— we find a model of automata that are equivalent in expressive power with MSO logic and
have decidable emptiness problem.
The proof of Rabin’s theorem deals with nondeterministic automata as deterministic ones
have strictly smaller expressive power. It is one of the main reasons why many problems
about regular languages of infinite trees are very hard. For example, no algorithm is known
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to decide the parity index in the class of all regular tree languages. On the other hand,
there are many results for the restricted class of deterministic languages [11, 15, 16, 17, 13].
Unambiguous automata can be seen as a natural intermediate class between deterministic
and nondeterministic ones. An automaton is unambiguous if it has at most one accepting
run on every input. In some settings [25, 3] unambiguous automata admit faster algorithms
than general nondeterministic automata.
The unambiguous automata do not capture the class of all regular languages of infinite
trees. As shown in [5], the language Lb of trees containing at least one letter b cannot be
recognised by any unambiguous automaton. The proof uses a result by Gurevich and Shelah [8] stating that there is no MSO-definable choice function on the full binary tree (see [5]
for a simpler proof of this result). To the authors’ best knowledge, the non-definability of
choice has been so far the only method to show that a tree language is ambiguous (i.e. not
unambiguous).
The class of unambiguous languages of infinite trees is not well-understood. In particular, there is no effective procedure known that decides whether a given nondeterministic
automaton recognises an unambiguous language. Additionally, unambiguous languages lack
some natural properties. As witnessed by the language Lb , a complement of an unambiguous
(and even deterministic) language may be ambiguous. Also, as shown in Proposition 2 of
this work, a sum of two deterministic languages may be ambiguous.
Due to the above reasons we concentrate on the class of languages such that both the
language and its complement are unambiguous. We call these languages bi-unambiguous. An
easy argument shows that this class is effectively closed under boolean operations. Moreover,
the class is rich enough to contain languages beyond the σ-algebra generated by Π11 sets
(see [9]). In particular, there are bi-unambiguous languages that are topologically harder
than all deterministic languages.
Our motivating problem is to find an effective procedure that verifies if a given regular
tree language is bi-unambiguous. Unfortunately, we are unable to solve this problem in full
generality. We have a candidate P for such a procedure and we prove that P is sound —
if P returns YES then the language is bi-unambiguous. Also, P is complete for deterministic languages — if L is deterministic and bi-unambiguous then P returns YES. The
completeness of P in the general case relies on a new conjecture (Conjecture 1 below).
Interestingly, the class of thin trees (trees containing only countably many branches,
see [12, 21, 2]) emerges naturally in this context. The crucial technical tool of the procedure
P can be seen as an application of the algebra designed for thin trees [10, 2] in the setting
of all trees. For this purpose a class of prophetic thin algebras is introduced. Basing on
algebraic observations we show that P is complete if the following conjecture holds.
I Conjecture 1 (Undefinability of a choice function on thin trees). There is no MSO formula in
the language of trees ϕ(x, X) such that for every non-empty set X ⊆ {l, r}∗ that is contained
in a thin tree, ϕ(x, X) holds for exactly one vertex x and such a vertex x belongs to X.
To the authors’ best knowledge the above conjecture is new. It is a strengthening of the
result of Gurevich and Shelah [8] as we restrict the class of allowed sets X.
We find this conjecture interesting in its own right. A number of equivalent statements
is provided. Also, it turns out that, assuming Conjecture 1, the class of finite prophetic thin
algebras has many good properties (e.g. it is a pseudo-variety of algebras corresponding
exactly to the class of bi-unambiguous languages).
Conjecture 1 can be seen as an instance of a more general problem of uniformization. We
provide some related results on uniformizability on thin trees. In particular, we show that
there exists some non-uniformizable formula on thin trees. It can be seen as an alternative
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to [8] answer to Rabin’s Uniformization Problem. Also, we show that the language of all thin
trees is ambiguous, thus providing an essentially new example of an ambiguous language.
We begin by introducing some basic definitions and notions. In Section 3 we define the
procedure P and show its properties. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the choice
problem on thin trees. In Section 5 we study related uniformization problems on thin trees.

2
2.1

Basic notions
Trees

For technical reasons we work with ranked alphabets A = (N, L) where N (like nodes)
contains binary symbols and L (like leafs) contains nullary symbols. We assume that both
sets N and L are finite and nonempty. We say that t is a tree over the alphabet (N, L) if
t is a function from its nonempty domain dom(t) ⊆ {l, r}∗ into N ∪ L in such a way that
dom(t) is prefix-closed and for every vertex w ∈ dom(t) either:
w is an (internal) node of t (i.e. wl, wr ∈ dom(t)) and t(w) ∈ N , or
w is a leaf of t (i.e. wl, wr ∈
/ dom(t)) and t(w) ∈ L.
The set of all trees over an alphabet A is denoted as TrA . A tree containing no leaf is
full. If t ∈ TrA is a tree and w ∈ dom(t) is a vertex of t then by t w ∈ TrA we denote the
subtree of t rooted in w. By  we denote the prefix-order on elements of {l, r}≤ω .
A sequence π ∈ {l, r}ω is an infinite branch of a tree t if for every w ≺ π we have that
w ∈ dom(t). An element d ∈ {l, r} is called a direction, the opposite direction is denoted as
¯ The empty sequence  is called the root of a tree t. If π is an infinite branch of a tree t
d.
and w 6≺ π but w is a child of a vertex on π then we say that w is off π.
A tree t ∈ TrA is thin if there are only countably many infinite branches of t. The set
of all thin trees is denoted by ThA . A tree that is not thin is thick. A tree is regular if it
has only finitely many different subtrees. For a ∈ N by a(tl , tr ) ∈ TrA we denote the tree
consisting of the root  labelled by the letter a and two subtrees tl , tr ∈ TrA respectively.
A multi-context over an alphabet A = (N, L) is a tree c ∈ Tr(N,Lt{}) . A vertex
w ∈ dom(c) such that c(w) =  is called a hole of c. For every tree t ∈ TrA the composition
of c and t, denoted c · t ∈ TrA , is obtained by plugging copies of t in all the holes of c.
If a multi-context c has exactly one hole not in the root then it is called a context. The
set of all contexts over the alphabet A is denoted as ConA . The set of all contexts over A
that are thin as trees is denoted by ThConA . For t ∈ TrA and w ∈ dom(t), by t[/w] we
denote the context obtained from t by putting the hole in w.
Let tA ∈ TrA and M be a ranked alphabet. We say that tM ∈ TrM is a labelling of tA if
dom(tM ) = dom(tA ). In that case we define the tree (tA , tM ) ∈ TrA×M in the natural way.

2.2

Automata

A nondeterministic parity tree automaton is a tuple A = (Q, A, δ, I, Ω) where
Q is a finite set of states,
A = (N, L) is a ranked alphabet,
δ = δ2 t δ0 is a transition relation: δ2 ⊆ Q × Q × N × Q contains transitions for nodes
(q, ql , a, qr ) and δ0 ⊆ Q × L contains transitions for leafs (q, b),
I ⊆ Q is a set of initial states,
Ω : Q → N is a priority function.
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A run of an automaton A on a tree t ∈ TrA is a labelling ρ of t over the ranked alphabet
(Q, Q) such that for every vertex w of t
if w is a node of t then (ρ(w), ρ(wl), t(w), ρ(wr)) ∈ δ2 ,
if w is a leaf of t then (ρ(w), t(w)) ∈ δ0 .
A run ρ is consistent if for every infinite branch π of t the lim sup of values of Ω on states
along π is even: lim supn→∞ Ω(ρ(π n )) ≡ 0 mod 2. The state ρ() is called the value of ρ.
Similarly one can define a run ρ on a context c with the hole w, the only difference is
that there is no constraint on the value ρ(w) in the hole of c.
A run ρ is accepting if it is consistent and ρ() ∈ I. A tree t ∈ TrA is accepted by A
if there exists an accepting run ρ of A on t. The set of trees accepted by A is called the
language recognised by A and is denoted by L(A). A language L ⊆ TrA is regular if there
exists an automaton recognising L.
We say that an automaton A is deterministic if I = {qI } and for every state q ∈ Q
and letter a ∈ N there is at most one transition (q, ql , a, qr ) ∈ δ2 . An automaton A is
unambiguous if for every tree t ∈ L(A) there is exactly one accepting run of A on t. A
language L ⊆ TrA is deterministic (resp. unambiguous) if there exists a deterministic (resp.
unambiguous) automaton recognising L. A language that is not unambiguous is called
ambiguous. A deterministic language is, by the definition, unambiguous. A language L is
bi-unambiguous if both L and TrA \ L are unambiguous.
We finish this section with an observation showing that unambiguous languages are not
closed under finite union.
I Proposition 2. There exist deterministic languages L1 , L2 such that L1 ∪ L2 is ambiguous.

2.3

Logic

We use the standard notion of Monadic Second-Order (MSO) logic (see [26]). The syntax of
this logic allows quantification over elements and subsets of the domain, boolean connectives,
predicates for the letters in a given alphabet, and two relations l-child, r-child.
For a given MSO formula ϕ(P~ ) over an alphabet A = (N, L) with n parameters P1 , . . . , Pn
by L(ϕ(P~ )) we denote the set of trees over the alphabet (N × {0, 1}n , L × {0, 1}n ) that
satisfy ϕ when parameters P are decoded from their characteristic functions.
The crucial property of MSO logic is expressed by the following theorem.
I Theorem 3 (Rabin [19]). A language L ⊆ TrA is regular if and only if there exists an MSO
formula ϕ such that L = L(ϕ). There are effective procedures translating MSO formulas into
equivalent automata and vice versa.

3

Bi-unambiguous languages

In this section we concentrate on the following decision problem.
I Problem 4. The input is a nondeterministic parity tree automaton A. The output should
be YES if the language L(A) is bi-unambiguous. Otherwise, the output should be NO.
We construct a procedure P with the following properties.
I Theorem 5. Let A be a nondeterministic tree automaton.
1. P (A) terminates.
2. If P (A) = YES then L(A) is bi-unambiguous.
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3. If L(A) is deterministic and P (A) = NO then L(A) is not bi-unambiguous1 .
4. If Conjecture 1 is true and P (A) = NO then L(A) is not bi-unambiguous.
Recall that it is decidable whether a given regular tree language is recognisable by a
deterministic tree automaton (see [17]). Therefore, the above assumption that L(A) is
deterministic can be effectively checked given some representation of L(A). The rest of this
section is devoted to defining P and showing the above theorem.

3.1

Thin algebra

The crucial tool in the construction of the procedure P is a variant of thin forest algebra [2],
called thin algebra. Thin algebra can be seen as a natural extension of Wilke algebra [28, 30]
and Wilke tree algebra [29] to the case of infinite trees.
Let us fix a ranked alphabet A = (N, L). A thin algebra over A is a two-sorted algebra
(H, V ) with a number of operations:
u · v ∈ V for u, v ∈ V ,
v · h ∈ H for v ∈ V, h ∈ H,
v ∞ ∈ H for v ∈ V ,
Node(a, d, h) ∈ V for a ∈ N , d ∈ {l, r}, and h ∈ H,
Leaf(b) ∈ H for b ∈ L.
Note that the first three operations are the same as in the case of Wilke algebras. The
last two operations allow to operate on trees. For simplicity, we write a(, h) instead
of Node(a, l, h) and a(h, ) instead of Node(a, r, h). Similarly, b() stands for Leaf(b) and
a(hl , hr ) ∈ H denotes the result of a(hl , ) · hr .
The axioms of thin algebra are axioms of Wilke algebra and one additional axiom:
a(, hr ) · hl = a(hl , ) · hr .
I Fact 6. Let (H, V ) be a thin algebra and let (vi )i∈N be any sequence of elements of V .
Q
There exists a unique value i vi ∈ H for which: if j0 < j1 < . . . is a sequence of numbers
and s, e ∈ V are types such that:
v0 · . . . · vj0 = s,
for all i ≥ 0 vji +1 · . . . · vji+1 = e
Q
Q
Q
then s · e∞ = i vi . Also, the following holds i≥0 vi = v0 · i≥1 vi .
Proof. The same as in the case of Wilke algebra, see [18].

J

It is easy to verify that the pair (TrA , ConA ) has a natural structure of a thin algebra.
In particular, the operation c∞ constructs the tree c∞ from a context c by looping the hole
of c to the root of c. The subalgebra of (TrA , ConA ) consisting of thin regular trees and
thin regular contexts is free in the class of thin algebras over the alphabet A. The algebra
(TrA , ConA ) is not free.
A homomorphism α : (H, V ) → (H 0 , V 0 ) between two thin algebras over the same alphabet A is defined in the usual way: α should be a function mapping elements of H into
H 0 and elements of V into V 0 that preserves all the operations of thin algebra. Such a
homomorphism is surjective if α(H) = H 0 and α(V ) = V 0 .
Since (TrA , ConA ) is not free in the class of thin algebras, we need to define one additional
requirement for homomorphisms α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ). Let A = (N, L) and put AtH =

1

What is equivalent to ambiguity of the complement of L(A).
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(N, L t H). Consider any tree c ∈ TrAtH and t ∈ TrA . We say that t is an extension of c
if dom(c) ⊆ dom(t) and for every w ∈ dom(c) either:
c(w) ∈ N ∪ L and c(w) = t(w),
c(w) ∈ H and c(w) = α(t w ).
That is, t is supposed to agree with c on all the letters in N ∪ L and whenever c declared
some type h ∈ H in a leaf w then the subtree t w has α-type h (i.e. α(t w ) = h).
I Definition 7. We say that α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) is compositional if there exists a
function ᾱ : TrAtH → H such that if t ∈ TrA is an extension of c ∈ TrAtH then ᾱ(c) = α(t).
Let L ⊆ TrA be a language of trees. We say that a homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) →
(H, V ) recognises L if α is compositional and there is a set F ⊆ H such that L = α−1 (F ).
I Fact 8. Since every context c ∈ ConA can be obtained as a finite combination of trees
t ∈ TrA using the operation Node, if α1 , α2 : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) are two homomorphisms
that agree on TrA then α1 = α2 .
The following theorem introduces the notion of syntactic morphism for a given language.
It is an adaptation of a similar theorem for the case of thin forest algebras, see [10] for a
deeper explanation. For the sake of completeness, a sketch of a proof is given in Appendix A.
I Theorem 9. For every regular tree language L there exists a syntactic morphism for L:
a finite thin algebra SL = (H, V ) (called a syntactic algebra of L) and a homomorphism
αL : (TrA , ConA ) → SL such that:
αL is surjective, compositional, and recognises L,
−1
for every h ∈ H the language Lh := αL
({h}) is regular,
if α : (TrA , ConA ) → S is surjective and recognises L then there is exactly one homomorphism β : S → SL such that β ◦ α = αL .
A syntactic algebra SL and languages Lh can be effectively computed basing on a nondeterministic automaton recognising L.
Note that by the last bullet, all syntactic morphisms for a given language are isomorphic
— there are homomorphisms β that make the respective diagrams commute. Therefore, a
syntactic morphism can be seen as a unique representation of a language.
An intermediate step in this proof requires a definition of some finite thin algebra SA =
(HA , VA ) that recognises the language L(A) for a given automaton A. The constructed
algebra is called the automaton algebra for A. The definition of SA is the same as in [10].
The homomorphism into SA that recognises L(A) is based on the following operation that
will be used later:
QA (t) = {q ∈ Q : ∃ρ ρ is a consistent run of A on t with value q} ⊆ 2Q .

(1)

If A is known from the context, we write just Q(t). By τA (t) we denote the labelling of t
defined τA (t)(w) = QA (t w ).
What is important in Theorem 9 is that we explicitly fix the homomorphism αL . Usually
(e.g. in the case of monoids) there is a unique such homomorphism for a fixed interpretation
of the alphabet. It turns out that this is not the case for thin algebras and all binary trees.
Therefore, to fully describe a given language we need an algebra SL , a set F ⊆ H, and a
homomorphism αL (it can be represented by the languages Lh ).
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Prophetic algebras

The situation when there are multiple homomorphisms from all trees into a given thin
algebra comes from the fact that the algebra may not be prophetic. In this section we
formally introduce this notion.
Let (H, V ) be a thin algebra over an alphabet A = (N, L). Let t ∈ TrA be a tree. A
labelling τ ∈ Tr(H,H) of t is a marking of t by types in H if:
for every node w of t we have τ (w) = t(w)(τ (wl), τ (wr)),
for every leaf w of t we have τ (w) = t(w)().
A marking τ is consistent if it is consistent on every infinite branch π of t. Let π = d0 d1 . . .
and let w0 ≺ w1 ≺ . . . be the sequence of vertices of t along π. The sequence of types of
contexts vi = Node(t(wi ), di , τ (wi d¯i )) is called the decomposition of τ along π. Now, τ is
consistent on π if for every i ∈ N we have
Y
τ (wi ) =
vj .
(2)
j≥i

Informally speaking, a marking τ is consistent along π if the types of τ along π agree
Q
with the types that can be computed using
basing on the types of vertices that are off π.
By the definition of a marking, it is enough to require (2) for infinitely many i ∈ N in the
definition of consistency.
Note that if a homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → S is fixed, for every tree t ∈ TrA the
marking τα (t)(w) := α(t w ) (called the marking induced by α on t) is consistent.
I Example 10. Fix the alphabet Ab = ({n}, {b}). Let Lb ⊆ TrAb contain exactly these
trees which have at least one leaf. One may verify that the syntactic morphism for Lb can
be defined as follows: HLb = {ha , hb }, VLb = {va , vb }, and αLb (t) = hb (resp. αLb (c) = vb )
if and only if a tree t (resp. a context c) contains any leaf (not counting the hole of c).
Let tn be the full binary tree equal everywhere n. Observe that tn does not belong to Lb
and the marking ταLb (tn ) induced by αLb on tn equals ha in every vertex. Consider another
marking τ 0 of tn that equals hb everywhere. Note that τ 0 is consistent — it looks like a
consistent marking along every branch. Therefore, t has two consistent markings.
Going further, one can construct a compositional homomorphism α0 : (TrAb , ConAb ) →
(HLb , VLb ) that assigns hb to the tree tn . Therefore, there are two distinct compositional
homomorphisms from (TrAb , ConAb ) to (HLb , VLb ).
Recall that the language Lb used above is known to be ambiguous, see [14].
The following fact follows from [2], the proof goes via induction on rank of thin trees.
I Fact 11. If t ∈ TrA is a thin tree and (H, V ) is a finite thin algebra over the alphabet A
then there exists exactly one consistent marking τ of t.
The following definition is crucial for the procedure P . The term prophetic is motivated
by [6].
I Definition 12. We say that a thin algebra (H, V ) over an alphabet A is prophetic if for
every tree t ∈ TrA there exists at most one consistent marking of t by types in H.
Note that if α : (TrA , ConA ) → S is a homomorphism and S is prophetic then, for every
tree t ∈ TrA , the only consistent marking of t is the marking induced by α. In particular,
there is at most one homomorphism from (TrA , ConA ) into S, see Fact 8.
Since the property that a given finite thin algebra is prophetic can be expressed in MSO
over the full binary tree, so we obtain the following fact.
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I Fact 13. It is decidable whether a given finite thin algebra (H, V ) is prophetic.
I Fact 14. By the definition, a subalgebra of a prophetic thin algebra is also prophetic.
Similarly, a product of two prophetic thin algebras is also prophetic.

3.3

Semi-characterisation

The following theorem gives a connection between bi-unambiguous languages and prophetic
algebras.
I Theorem 15. A language L ⊆ TrA is bi-unambiguous if and only if there exists a surjective
homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) that recognises L such that (H, V ) is a finite
prophetic thin algebra over the alphabet A.
First assume that L is a bi-unambiguous language. Let A, B be a pair of unambiguous
automata recognising L and TrA \ L respectively. We describe how to construct a finite
prophetic thin algebra (HU , VU ) recognising L.
The first step can be expressed as the following fact.
I Fact 16. Assume that A is an unambiguous automaton over an alphabet A and t ∈ TrA .
Assume that τ is a consistent marking of t by types in the automaton algebra SA . Then
there is at most one run ρ of A on t such that ρ() ∈ I A and ∀w∈dom(t) ρ(w) ∈ τ (w).
Using the above observation and properties of the automaton algebra, we can entail
that for every consistent marking τ of a given tree t and for every q ∈ τA (t)() there is a
consistent run of A on t with value q. Therefore, for every consistent marking τ of t we
have ∀w∈dom(t) τ (w) ⊆ τA (t)(w). Our aim is to put some additional constraints on τ that
imply equality in the above formula. This is obtained by the second step of the reasoning,
as expressed in the following lemma. The idea to use pairs of sets of states in this context
was suggested by Igor Walukiewicz.
I Lemma 17. Let A, B be a pair of unambiguous automata recognising L and TrA \ L
respectively. Let R = {(QA (t), QB (t)) : t ∈ TrA }. Then the set R ordered coordinate-wise
by inclusion is an antichain.
Now let t ∈ TrA and assume that we have consistent markings τ1 , τ2 of t with respect to
algebras SA , SB respectively. Assume that for every w ∈ dom(t) we have (τ1 (w), τ2 (w)) ∈ R.
Then τ1 (w) ⊆ τA (t)(w), τ2 (w) ⊆ τB (t)(w), and by the above lemma τ = τA (t), τ 0 = τB (t).
This shows that the product of algebras SA and SB is prophetic.
The following lemma implies the opposite direction of Theorem 15.
I Lemma 18. Let α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) be a compositional homomorphism into a finite
prophetic thin algebra (H, V ) and h0 ∈ H. The language Lh0 = α−1 (h0 ) is unambiguous.
Using this lemma, if α recognises a language L then L and TrA \ L are finite disjoint
unions of unambiguous languages Lh0 so L is bi-unambiguous.
The construction of an unambiguous automaton C recognising L goes as follows: let C
guess some marking τ of a given tree t by types in H. Then, C verifies that the root is
labelled by h0 and the marking τ is consistent. Since consistency of a marking is a branchwise ω-regular condition, so it can be verified by a deterministic top-down automaton. Since
(H, V ) is prophetic, so the only possible consistent marking of t is the marking induced by
α. So C has at most one accepting run on t and it accepts t if and only if α(t) = h0 .
Theorem 15 implies the following lemma, that can also be proved without use of algebra.
I Remark. The class of bi-unambiguous languages is closed under boolean operations and
language quotients c−1 · L = {t : c · t ∈ L} for contexts c.
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The procedure P

Now we can formally define our procedure P . This procedure consists of three steps:
1. Read a nondeterministic automaton A recognising a regular tree language L.
2. Compute the syntactic thin algebra SL of L.
3. Answer YES if SL is prophetic, otherwise answer NO.
By Theorem 9 and Fact 13 both operations undertaken by P are effective. Therefore, P
is well-defined and always terminates. Note that if SL is prophetic then, by Theorem 15, the
language L is bi-unambiguous. Therefore, Item 5 of Theorem 5 holds. The only remaining
possibility of failure of the procedure P is when L is bi-unambiguous but the syntactic algebra
SL is not prophetic. Our aim is to exclude this possibility. In general, Conjecture 1 implies
that the syntactic algebra of a bi-unambiguous language is prophetic, see Remark 4.1. This
shows that Item 5 of Theorem 5 holds. The following theorem implies Item 5 of Theorem 5.
I Theorem 19. If L is deterministic and bi-unambiguous then the algebra SL is prophetic.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. Let D be a deterministic
tree automaton recognising L ⊆ TrA . A state q ∈ QD is nontrivial if there is a tree t not
accepted by D from q (i.e. there is no consistent run of D on t with value q). Let t ∈ L
be a tree and ρ be the accepting run of D on t. Let TD (t) ⊆ {l, r}∗ be the set of vertices
w ∈ dom(t) such that ρ(w) is a nontrivial state of D. Note that TD (t) is a prefix-closed
subset of dom(t). We start with the following lemma.
I Lemma 20. If D is a deterministic tree automaton and TrA \ L(D) is unambiguous then
for every tree t ∈ L(D) the set TD (t) is thin.
Proof. Assume contrary and fix a regular tree t ∈ L such that T = TD (t) is thick. Let
ρ be the run of D on t. Let A by an unambiguous automaton recognising TrA \ L(D).
Now observe that for every w ∈ T there exists a tree tw not accepted by D from the state
ρ(w). Let X ⊆ T be any prefix-free set. Let t(X) be the tree obtained from t by plugging
simultaneously subtrees tw under w for every w ∈ X. Note that if X 6= ∅ then t(X) ∈
/ L(D)
— the run ρ does not extend to accepting run under any w ∈ X. Therefore, we obtain
t(∅) ∈
/ L(A) and ∀X⊆T (X is prefix-free and nonempty ⇒ t(X) ∈ L(A)) .

(3)

Now we construct an automaton Ā for the language Lb (see Example 10). The transitions
of Ā simulate transitions of A on T . Whenever Ā reaches a leaf, it simulates the behaviour
of A on the respective tree tw . Since A is unambiguous, so is Ā. And, by (3) L(Ā) = Lb .
This gives us a contradiction with the fact that Lb is ambiguous.
J
I Fact 21. Let D be a deterministic automaton and t ∈ L(D) ⊆ TrA . Assume that t0 ∈ TrA
is a tree satisfying w ∈ dom(t0 ) and t0 (w) = t(w) for every w ∈ TD (t). Then t0 ∈ L(D).
Proof. The accepting run of D on vertices in TD (t) can be extended to t0 by triviality of
the states outside TD (t).
J
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 19.
Proof. Assume contrary that the syntactic algebra SL of L is not prophetic. Let t be a tree
and τ, τ 0 be a pair of distinct consistent markings of t. Let h = τ () and h0 = τ 0 (). We
can assume that h 6= h0 (otherwise instead of t we take t w where w is a node for which
τ (w) 6= τ 0 (w)). Since h 6= h0 so there exists a multi-context c such that (by symmetry)
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c · t ∈ L and c · t0 ∈
/ L. Let w0 , w1 , . . . be the list of holes of c. Since c · t ∈ L so we can
consider the set T = TD (c · t) ⊆ {l, r}∗ .
By Lemma 20 we know that T is thin, in particular Ti := T wi is thin for every i. Let
t̄i be the tree obtained from t by substituting some tree of αL -type τ 0 (w) instead of t w for
every minimal w ∈
/ Ti . Since Ti is thin and αL -types of subtrees of t̄i agree with τ 0 outside Ti
0
so αL (t̄i ) = h — we use the fact that Ti is thin. Let t̄ be the tree obtained from c by putting
t̄i instead of the hole wi . Then, by compositionality of αL we obtain that αL (t̄) = αL (c · t0 ),
so t̄ ∈
/ L. But c · t and t̄ agree on TD (t) so by Fact 21 t̄ ∈ L, a contradiction.
J

4

(Un)definability of choice on thin trees

In this section we study Conjecture 1, we show a couple of equivalent statements and prove
some of its consequences (in particular Item 5 of Theorem 5). We start by formulating the
choice problem as a instance of a more general question.
I Definition 22. Let ϕ(X, P~ ) be a MSO formula on A-labelled trees with monadic parameters X and P~ = P1 , . . . , Pn . We say that ψ(X, P~ ) is an uniformization of ϕ if the following
conditions are satisfied for every tree t, values of parameters P~ , and sets X1 , X2 ⊆ dom(t):




∃X ϕ(X, P~ )
⇔
∃X ψ(X, P~ )
ψ(X1 , P~ ) ⇒ ϕ(X1 , P~ )


ψ(X1 , P~ ) ∧ ψ(X2 , P~ )
⇒ X1 = X2
That is, whenever it is possible to pick some X satisfying ϕ(X, P~ ) then ψ chooses exactly
one such X. For simplicity, we allow a (possible empty) list of additional parameters P~ and
we assume that the first variable is the one that is supposed to be uniformized.
Now, Conjecture 1 says that the following formula does not have uniformization:
CHOICE(x, X) := the given tree is thin and x ∈ X.
A simple interpretation argument shows that Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the nonuniformizability of the following simpler formula.
LEAF − CHOICE(x) := the given tree is thin and x is a leaf.
The following proposition expresses the crucial technical condition, allowing to entail
properties of thin algebras using Conjecture 1.
I Proposition 23 (assuming Conjecture 1). Assume that α : (H, V ) → (H 0 , V 0 ) is a surjective
homomorphism between two finite thin algebras. Let t be a tree and τ 0 be a consistent marking of t by H 0 . Then there exists a consistent marking τ of t by H such that
∀w∈dom(t) α(τ (w)) = τ 0 (w).
Sketch of the proof: assume contrary and fix a regular pair (t0 , τ 0 ) such that there is no
marking τ as above. Consider the standard automaton-pathfinder game, where the automaton proposes a marking τ and the pathfinder picks directions to show that τ does not
satisfy the above conditions. Since there is no such τ , so pathfinder has a finite memory
winning strategy σ. Now, given a thin tree t we can define the unique consistent marking
τ that satisfies α(τ ) = τ 0 on t. The play resulting in pathfinder playing σ and automaton
playing τ must end in a leaf of t.
J
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The second important tool in our analysis enables to make a connection between uniformized
relations and induced markings. A formal definition of a transducer and a proof of the
following theorem are given in Appendix B.
I Theorem 24. Assume that LA ⊆ TrA , LM ⊆ TrA×M are regular languages of trees
for two ranked alphabets A, M such that LA is a projection of LM onto A. Assume that
∀tA ∈LA ∃!tM ∈TrM (tA , tM ) ∈ LM . Then, there exist:
a compositional homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → S into a finite thin algebra S,
a deterministic finite state transducer that reads the marking induced by α on a given
tree tA and outputs the labelling tM such that (tA , tM ) ∈ LM , whenever such tM exists.
Now we can present two algebraic statements that are equivalent to Conjecture 1.
I Theorem 25. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. Conjecture 1 holds.
2. For every finite thin algebra (H, V ) over an alphabet A = (N, L) and every tree t ∈ TrA
there exists a consistent marking of t by types in H.
3. For every finite thin algebra (H, V ) over the alphabet Ab = ({n}, {b}) there exists a
consistent marking of the full tree tn ∈ TrAb by types in H.
Note that in the above theorem algebras (H, V ) come without any homomorphism from
(TrA , ConA ), so there is no notion of the induced marking.
Proof. First we show 1 ⇒ 2. Let (H, V ) be a finite thin algebra over an alphabet A = (N, L).
Let (H 0 , V 0 ) = ({h0 }, {v0 }) be the singleton thin algebra with b() = h0 for every b ∈ L. There
is a unique homomorphism α : (H, V ) → (H 0 , V 0 ). Take any tree t ∈ TrA . Let τ 0 be the
consistent marking of t that is constant equal h0 on dom(t). By Proposition 23 there exists
a consistent marking of t by types in H.
Of course Item 3 follows from Item 2.
For 3 ⇒ 1 we assume that ψ(x) is an MSO formula uniformizing LEAF − CHOICE.
Using Theorem 24 we find a deterministic transducer T that reads types of subtrees of a
given thin tree (with respect to some homomorphism α into a finite thin algebra (H, V ))
and outputs directions towards the chosen leaf. Let (H 0 , V 0 ) be the subalgebra of (H, V )
containing α-types of (ThA , ThConA ). By Item 3 there is a consistent marking τ of the full
tree tn by types in H 0 . We can consider the sequence of directions π given by T on (tn , τ ).
Since t does not have any leaf, so π is infinite. Now, we can substitute all subtrees that are
not on π by thin trees of the respective types given by τ . The result is a thin tree t0 such
that the directions produced by T do not reach any leaf of t0 — a contradiction.
J

4.1

Prophetic thin algebras

It turns out that (assuming Conjecture 1) the class of finite prophetic thin algebras has
a number of nice properties. Most of them can be read as properties of the class of biunambiguous languages. To emphasise that we work under the assumption of Conjecture 1,
we explicitly put it as a pre-assumption in the statements.
I Theorem 26 (Conjecture 1). Let (H, V ) be a prophetic thin algebra over an alphabet
A. There exists a unique homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ). Additionally, α is
compositional.
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Proof. The uniqueness of the homomorphism was observed in Section 3.2. By Theorem 25
and the fact that (H, V ) is prophetic, every tree t ∈ TrA has exactly one consistent marking
τt by types in H. Let us define α(t) = τt (). Clearly α is a compositional homomorphism
— if t is an extension of c then the consistent marking τt must agree with the types in the
leafs of c.
J
I Theorem 27 (Conjecture 1). Let β : S → S 0 be a surjective homomorphism between two
finite thin algebras. If S is prophetic then S 0 is also prophetic.
Proof. First fix the homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → S given by Theorem 26. Note that
β ◦ α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) is a compositional homomorphism. Assume that S 0 is not
prophetic, so there exists a tree t with two consistent markings σ, σ 0 by types of S 0 . Without
loss of generality we can assume that σ is the marking induced by β ◦ α and σ 0 () 6= σ().
Let τ be the marking by types in S induced by α on t. Observe that pointwise β(τ ) = σ.
By Proposition 23 there exists a consistent marking τ 0 of t such that pointwise β(τ 0 ) = σ 0 .
Therefore, τ, τ 0 are two distinct consistent markings of t by types in H — a contradiction. J
The following remark ends the proof of Item 5 of Theorem 5.
I Remark (Conjecture 1). If L ⊆ TrA is bi-unambiguous then SL is prophetic.
Proof. Since L is bi-unambiguous so by Theorem 15 there exists a surjective homomorphism
α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) that recognises L such that (H, V ) is a finite prophetic thin
algebra. Since SL is a syntactic algebra of L so there exists a surjective homomorphism
β : (H, V ) → SL . By Theorem 27 we obtain that SL is also prophetic.
J
The next statement shows that prophetic thin algebras form a robust class from the
point of view of universal algebra (see [4] for an introduction to this field). The proof
follows directly from Theorem 27 and Fact 14.
I Remark (Conjecture 1). The class of finite prophetic thin algebras is a pseudo-variety: it
is closed under homomorphic images, subalgebras, and finite direct products.

5

Uniformizability results on thin trees

In this section we study Conjecture 1 in the context of related uniformization problems on
thin trees. One of the notions we concentrate on are skeletons of thin trees, introduced in [2].
I Definition 28. Let t ∈ TrA be a tree. We say that σ ⊆ dom(t) is a skeleton of t if  ∈
/σ
and the following conditions are satisfied:
if w ∈ dom(t) is an internal node of t then σ contains exactly one of the vertices wl, wr,
if π is an infinite branch of t then all but finitely many vertices on π belong to σ.
We identify a set σ ⊆ dom(t) with its characteristic function σ ∈ Tr({0,1},{0,1}) . By SKEL(σ)
we denote the MSO formula expressing the above properties.
The following proposition expresses the crucial property of skeletons, see [2].
I Proposition 29 ([2]). A tree t is thin if and only if there exists a skeleton of t.
Note that a thin tree may have multiple skeletons. The main idea behind skeletons is that
they provide decompositions of thin trees: every skeleton σ of a thin tree t defines the main
branch of σ that follows σ from the root of t and along this branch simpler thin trees are
plugged. The second bullet in the definition of skeletons means that such a decomposition
is well-founded — we can go off the main branch only finitely many times.
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Non-uniformizability

In this section we give the following two negative results.
I Theorem 30. There is no MSO formula uniformizing SKEL(σ).
I Theorem 31. The language ThAb ⊂ TrAb of thin trees over the alphabet Ab is ambiguous.
The above theorem can be seen as complementing the following theorem from [2] (adjusted to the case of trees instead of forests).
I Theorem 32 (Theorem 12 from [2]). For every regular language L ⊆ TrA that contains
only thin trees there exists a nondeterministic automaton A such that L(A) ∩ ThA = L and
A has at most one accepting run on every thin tree.
Therefore, every regular tree language containing only thin trees is unambiguous relatively to thin trees. But, by Theorem 31, it is the best we can get: even the language of all
thin trees is ambiguous among all trees.
The proofs base on two observations, first of them is the existence of transducers, see
Theorem 24. The second ingredient is a weaker version of Item 2 in Theorem 25. It is
motivated by a similar result on preclones, see [1].
I Theorem 33. For every finite thin algebra (H, V ) over an alphabet A = (N, L) there exists
a thick tree t ∈ TrA and a consistent marking τ of t by types in H.
The proof uses Green’s relations [7] in the monoid V of a given thin algebra to find an
appropriate idempotent e ∈ V that enables to construct a tree t . The constructed tree is
thick but it is not full — many subtrees of t are thin and contain leafs.
Now we can present a sketch of the proof of Theorem 30.
Proof. Assume that ψ(σ) is a uniformization of SKEL(σ). Using Theorem 24 we find: a
homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) info a finite thin algebra and a transducer T . Let
(H 0 , V 0 ) be the subalgebra of (H, V ) that is the image of (ThA , ThConA ) under α.
Using Theorem 33 we construct a thick tree t with a consistent marking τ by types in
H 0 . We run the transducer T on (t, τ ) what results in a labelling tM of t. Since t is not thin
so it has no skeleton. Therefore, one of the conditions for skeletons is not satisfied by tM .
Assume that there exists a branch π of t such that tM labels infinitely many vertices on π
by 0. The other possibility is similar but simpler. Now we can plug thin trees of types given
by τ along π obtaining t0 . By the construction, t0 is thin and τ equals along π the marking
of t0 induced by α. Therefore, we can run T on (t0 , τα (t)) obtaining a result t0M that agrees
with tM on π. It is a contradiction since T is supposed to produce a correct skeleton for
every thin tree and t0M violates assumptions of skeleton on π.
J

5.2

Degrees of uniformization

In this section we study relationships between uniformization problems on thin trees. The
results of this section were found as answers to questions posed by Alexander Rabinovich.
The following definition is motivated by degrees of selection studied in [22].
I Definition 34. We say that a formula ϕ(X, P~ ) has higher degree of uniformization than
~ (denoted ϕ0 (Y, R)
~ uni ϕ(X, P~ )) if there exists a formula ψ(Y, R)
~ that is defined
ϕ0 (Y, R)
~
~
~
in MSO extended by an additional predicate U (X, P ) and ψ(Y, R) uniformizes ϕ(Y, R)
~
whenever U is interpreted as any relation uniformizing ϕ(X, P ).
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~ and
I Fact 35. The relation uni is transitive and reflexive. If ϕ0 (X, P~ ) uni ϕ(Y, R)
0
~
~
ϕ(Y, R) is uniformizable then so is ϕ (X, P ).
We say that ϕ is on thin trees if ϕ is satisfied only on thin trees. The following theorem
implies that SKEL(σ) is maximal with respect to uni among MSO formulas on thin trees.
I Theorem 36. For every formula ϕ(X, P~ ) on thin trees there exists a formula ϕ0 (X, P~ , σ)
that uniformizes ϕ̄(X, P~ , σ) := ϕ(X, P~ ) ∧ SKEL(σ).
The proof is based on the fact that every MSO-definable relation on ω-words is uniformizable, see [24, 12, 20]. Since every skeleton gives a decomposition of a given tree as disjoint
branches, so we can uniformize the given formula ϕ independently on these branches. By
well-foundedness of skeletons the result is well-defined. The above theorem can also be
derived from the proof of Theorem 6.7 in [12] but in a less explicit way.
It turns out that uniformization of SKEL(σ) is connected with definability of wellorderings on thin trees. We say that a formula ψ(x, y) defines well-order on thin trees
if for every thin tree t ∈ TrAb the relation <ψ defined as (x <ψ y ⇔ ψ(x, y)) is a linear order
on dom(t) and there is no infinite descending sequence of <ψ . In the rest of this section we
show that uniformizations of skeletons and definable well-orderings are equivalent — it is
possible to define one of them basing on the other.
One direction is simple : the structure of a skeleton gives a natural lexicographic wellorder of vertices of a given thin tree. The other direction is a bit more involved: given any
definable well-order of a given thin tree t we need to define a skeleton of t.
I Theorem 37. If there exists an MSO-definable well-order on thin trees then there exists
a uniformization of SKEL(σ).
The following remark follows from Theorem 30 and Theorem 37. It should be connected
with a result of [5] stating that the MSO theory of the full binary tree extended with any
well-order is undecidable.
I Remark. There is no MSO formula ψ(x, y) that defines well-order on thin trees.
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A

Thin algebra

First, let us write explicitly all the axioms of thin algebra (we assume that h, hl , hr ∈ H and
u, v, w ∈ V ):
1. (u · v) · w = u · (v · w),
2. (u · v) · h = u · (v · h),
3. (uv)∞ = u(vu)∞ ,
4. (v n )∞ = v ∞ for every n ≥ 1,
5. a(hl , ) · hr = a(, hr ) · hl .
Let RA be the set of all regular thin trees over a ranked alphabet A = (N, L). Let CA
be the set of all regular thin contexts over A. Note that (RA , CA ) has the natural structure
of a thin algebra over A.
I Fact 38. (RA , CA ) is the free algebra in the class of thin algebras over the alphabet A.
Proof. See [10] for the proof of this fact in the context of forests.

J

The rest of this section is devoted to showing the following theorem.
I Theorem 9. For every regular tree language L there exists a syntactic morphism for L:
a finite thin algebra SL = (H, V ) (called a syntactic algebra of L) and a homomorphism
αL : (TrA , ConA ) → SL such that:
αL is surjective, compositional, and recognises L,
−1
for every h ∈ H the language Lh := αL
({h}) is regular,
if α : (TrA , ConA ) → S is surjective and recognises L then there is exactly one homomorphism β : S → SL such that β ◦ α = αL .
A syntactic algebra SL and languages Lh can be effectively computed basing on a nondeterministic automaton recognising L.
A syntactic algebra SL of a given language L can be constructed using standard tools of
universal algebra (namely the congruence ∼L ). What remains is to show that the constructed
algebra is finite. For this purpose we provide some homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V )
that recognises L (see Theorem 41 of [10]) and such that (H, V ) is a finite thin algebra. Then,
by the universal property of the syntactic algebra, SL is a surjective image of (H, V ), thus
SL is finite.
Let us define a relation ∼L on the sets TrA and ConA . We assume that t, t0 ∈ TrA ,
0
c, c ∈ ConA , and D denotes the set of all multi-contexts over the alphabet A.
t ∼L t 0

⇐⇒

for every d ∈ D we have (d · t ∈ L ⇔ d · t0 ∈ L)

c ∼L c 0

⇐⇒

for every d ∈ D and s ∈ TrA we have (d · (c · s) ∈ L ⇔ d · (c0 · s) ∈ L)

I Fact 39. The relation ∼L is a congruence on (TrA , ConA ) with respect to the operations of
thin algebra. Moreover, if α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V ) recognises L then (by compositionality
of α)
α(t) = α(t0 ) =⇒ t ∼L t0 and α(c) = α(c0 ) =⇒ c ∼L c0 .

(4)

We define SL = (HL , VL ) as the quotient of (TrA , ConA ) by the relation ∼L defined
above. Since ∼L is a congruence, so SL has a structure of thin algebra. We define αL as
the quotient morphism of ∼L .
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Now we construct some finite thin algebra recognising L. Let A be a nondeterministic
automaton over an alphabet A with states Q such that A recognises L. Assume that A uses
priorities {0, . . . , k}. First, recall the definition of QA (t) from (1):
QA (t) = {q ∈ Q : ∃ρ ρ is a consistent run of A on t with value q} ⊆ 2Q .
Similarly, if c is a context over A then let ∆A (c) contain those pairs (q, i, p) ∈ Q×{0, . . . , k}×
Q such that there exists a consistent run ρ of A on c with the value q, the value in the hole
p, and the maximal priority on the path from the root to the hole equal i.
Now consider the function
αA : (TrA , ConA ) → (2Q , 2Q×{0,...,k}×Q )
that assigns to a tree t ∈ TrA the set QA (t) and assigns to a context c ∈ ConA the set
∆A (c).
I Fact 40. The function αA induces uniquely the structure of thin algebra on its image
SA := (HA , VA ) ⊆ (2Q , 2Q×{0,...,k}×Q ) in such a way that αA becomes a compositional
homomorphism of thin algebras. Moreover, αA recognises L(A), since

−1
{h ∈ HA : h ∩ I A 6= ∅} .
L(A) = αA
The algebra SA along with the homomorphism αA defined above is called the automaton
algebra for A. The following lemma presents an important feature of this algebra.
I Lemma 41. Assume that A is a nondeterministic tree automaton over an alphabet A,
t ∈ TrA is a tree, and τ is a consistent marking of t by types in HA . Let q ∈ QA be a state
of A. The following conditions are equivalent:
q ∈ τ ()
There exists a run (possibly not consistent) ρ of A on t with value q such that for every
vertex w ∈ dom(t) we have ρ(w) ∈ τ (w). Additionally, for every infinite branch π of t
there exists a run ρπ as above that is consistent on π.
Proof. First assume that q ∈ τ (). We inductively show that there exists a run of A on t
satisfying ρ(w) ∈ τ (w). Assume that t = a(tl , tr ) for a pair of trees tl , tr . Let h = τ (),
hl = τ (l), and hr = τ (r). We need to find a transition (q, ql , a, qr ) ∈ δ2A such that ql ∈ hl
and qr ∈ hr . Let t0l , t0r be trees that are mapped by αA to hl , hr respectively. Observe that
q ∈ h = a(hl , hr ) = αA (a(t0l , t0r )) ,
therefore there exists a consistent run with value q on a(t0l , t0r ). The first transition used by
this run gives us the states ql ∈ hl , qr ∈ hr . Note that if w is a leaf of t and q ∈ τ (w) then
(q, t(w)) ∈ δ0 , so the constructed run is also consistent in leafs.
Using the above observation, it is enough to construct a run ρ along π that satisfies
ρ(w) ∈ τ (w) for every w that is off π — it will extend to a run on the subtree t w .
The existence of such a run follows from the definition of operations of thin algebra, see
Section 4.4.1 of [10] — the fact that q ∈ τ () comes from the fact that for every Ramsey
decomposition s · e∞ of the contexts along the branch π, there is a loop of transitions in
s · e∞ starting in q and satisfying the parity condition.
Now assume that the second bullet of the statement is satisfied. We want to show that
q ∈ τ (). If the tree t is finite then q ∈ τ () by induction on the height of t. Otherwise,
there exists an infinite branch π of t and similarly as above, any run ρπ consistent on π is a
witness that q ∈ h.
J
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I Lemma 42. The automaton morphism αA : (TrA , ConA ) → (HA , VA ) can be computed effectively basing on A. The syntactic algebra SL for L = L(A) and the unique homomorphism
β : (HA , VA ) → SL are computable effectively basing on αL .
Proof. The homomorphism αA and the structure of thin algebra of (HA , VA ) can be written
by hand, see Section 4.4.1 from [10].
The homomorphism β can be computed using Moore’s algorithm, see Lemma 23 of
the cited thesis. The construction is similar to the minimisation of a finite deterministic
automaton: we mark pairs of elements of HA and VA as non-equivalent. We start with all
−1
the pairs in F ×(HA \F ) where αA
(F ) = L. Then we iteratively add a pair (s, s0 ) whenever
there is an operation of thin algebra (with some parameters fixed) that maps s, s0 into r, r0
respectively and (r, r0 ) is a marked pair. After a finite number of steps no new pair can be
marked and the set of non-marked pairs is a congruence ∼ on (HA , VA ). β can be defined
as the quotient morphism induced by ∼.
J

B

Transducer for an uniformized relation

Let A = (N, L), M = (M2 , M0 ) be a pair of ranked alphabets. Let B = N t L. A transducer
from A to M is a deterministic device T = (Q, δ, qI ) such that:
1. Q is a finite set of states,
2. qI ∈ Q is an initial state,
3. δ is a pair of functions δ2 , δ0 ,
4. δ2 : Q × B × N × B → Q × M2 × Q determines transitions in internal nodes,
5. δ0 : Q × L → M0 determines transitions in leafs.
Note that a transition in an internal node w takes three letters as the input: the letter
in wl, w, and wr.
For every tree t ∈ TrA a transducer T defines inductively the labelling T (t) of t by
letters in M . The definition is inductive. We start in w =  in the state qI . Assume
that the transducer reached a vertex w ∈ dom(t) in a state q. If w is a leaf then we put
T (t)(w) = δ0 (q, t(w)). Otherwise, let al , a, ar be letters of t in wl, w, wr respectively. Then
let δ2 (q, al , a, ar ) = (ql , m, qr ), put T (t)(w) = m, and continue in wl, wr in states ql , qr
respectively.
I Fact 43. The value T (t)(w) in a vertex w ∈ dom(t) depends on the letters of t in vertices
of the form v, vl, vr for v ≺ w. That is, if t, t0 agree on all vertices v, vl, vr for v ≺ w then
T (t)(w) = T (t0 )(w).
I Theorem 24. Assume that LA ⊆ TrA , LM ⊆ TrA×M are regular languages of trees
for two ranked alphabets A, M such that LA is a projection of LM onto A. Assume that
∀tA ∈LA ∃!tM ∈TrM (tA , tM ) ∈ LM . Then, there exist:
a compositional homomorphism α : (TrA , ConA ) → S into a finite thin algebra S,
a deterministic finite state transducer that reads the marking induced by α on a given
tree tA and outputs the labelling tM such that (tA , tM ) ∈ LM , whenever such tM exists.
I Example 44. Let A be an unambiguous tree automaton. Let LA = L(A) and LM contain
pairs (t, ρ) where ρ is an accepting run of A on t ∈ TrA . Then, the above theorem states
that there exists a transducer that reads the marking induced by some homomorphism α on
a given tree t ∈ L(A) and produces the accepting run of A on t.
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A simple proof of the above theorem can be given using the composition method (see [23]).
This proof was suggested by Mikołaj Bojańczyk as a simplification of an earlier proof given
by the authors. However, since we are focused on automata, we only sketch it here and
give a longer self-contained proof below. Assume that there is an MSO formula defining
language LM that has quantifier depth n. Let |M | = k and let α : (TrA , ConA ) → (H, V )
be a homomorphism that recognises all the (n+k+1)-types of MSO over A. In a vertex w
the transducer T can store in its memory the (n+m+1)-type of the currently read context.
Then, given (n+k+1)-types of both subtrees under w, it can compute the (n+k)-type of
the tree t[x := w] with the current vertex w denoted by an additional variable x. The
(n+k)-type of t[x := w] is enough to ask about the truth value of the following formulas
(for every a ∈ M2 ):
there is a labelling tM ∈ LM of t[x := w] such that tM (x) = a.
If there is any such labelling tM , then the above formula is true for exactly one letter a ∈ M2 .
The transducer T outputs this letter in w and proceeds in wl, wr updating the type of the
context.
The rest of this section is devoted to an automata-based proof of Theorem 24.
Let A be some nondeterministic tree automaton recognising the language LM . Let Q be
the set of states of A. Consider a modification Ā of the automaton A where letters of M
used in transitions are removed. Formally, Ā is a projection of A from the alphabet A × M
to A. Note that L(Ā) = LA . Let us fix the alphabet G = (2Q , 2Q ).
Let αĀ be the automaton morphism into the automaton algebra (HĀ , VĀ ) for Ā. Let
tA ∈ TrA be a tree. Let τ (tA ) = τĀ (tA ) be the marking induced by the automaton morphism
αĀ on tA , that is τ (tA )(w) = QA (tA w ).
The construction goes as follows. The input alphabet is A × G. The set of states QT of
T is 2Q . The state ∅ ∈ QT is a sink state reached if the given tree does not belong to LA .
The invariant for non-sink states is: if T is in a vertex w and it have assigned letters
mv ∈ M to all vertices v ≺ w then the state Sw of T in w satisfies:
Sw = {q ∈ Q : exists an accepting run of Ā on tA using letters mv in vertices v ≺ w}. (5)
We will show that the invariant can be preserved. Let us fix a moment during the
computation of T : we are in a vertex w ∈ dom(tA ). We can assume that w is an internal
node of tA . We have already assigned letters mv ∈ M to all nodes v ≺ w. The marking
τ (tA ) gives us sets Qwl , Qwr ⊆ Q in nodes wl, wr respectively. The current state of T is a
set of states Sw ⊆ Q.
Consider the following set of letters:
n
o
Pw = m ∈ M2 : ∃(q,ql ,(tA (w),m),qr )∈δ2A q ∈ Sw ∧ ql ∈ Qwl ∧ qr ∈ Qwr .
If Pw = ∅ then let T fall in a sink state ∅ ∈ 2Q and from that point on output some fixed
letters (of arity 2 and 0 respectively) (m2 , m0 ) ∈ M . We will show that during the run of T
on any tree tA ∈ LA the sets Pw are nonempty. But first we show the following lemma.
I Lemma 45. The set Pw contains at most one letter.
Proof. Let t(w) = a. Assume contrary that there are two letters m, m0 ∈ Pw . Consider
the respective transitions (q, ql , (a, m), qr ) and (q, ql0 , (a, m0 ), qr0 ). Since q, q 0 ∈ Sw so by (5)
there are two accepting runs ρ, ρ0 of Ā on tA [/w] that assign letters mv to v ≺ w and have
values q, q 0 respectively in the hole w.
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For d ∈ {l, r} let td , t0d ∈ TrM be trees and ρd , ρ0d be consistent runs of A that witness
that qd , qd0 ∈ Qwd , i.e. ρd is a consistent run of A on (tA wd , td ) with value qd , similarly for
t0d , ρ0d , qd0 .
Consider now two trees over the alphabet A × M × Q:
t = (tA [/w], ρ) · (a, m, q)((tA wl , tl , ρl ), (tA wr , tr , ρr )),
t0 = (tA [/w], ρ0 ) · (a, m0 , q 0 )((tA wl , t0l , ρ0l ), (tA wr , t0r , ρ0r )).
Note that:
both t, t0 equal tA on the A’th coordinate,
they differ in vertex w on the M ’th coordinate,
the Q’th coordinate of t, t0 denotes an accepting run of A on the A × M coordinates.
Therefore, we have a contradiction: tA has two different labellings tM , t0M (one with m and
the other with m0 in w) such that (tA , tM ) ∈ LM and (tA , t0M ) ∈ LM .
J
Let T select as the letter mw the only element of Pw whenever Pw 6= ∅. By the definition
of Pw , the invariant (5) holds in the vertices wl, wr.
Now take any tree tA ∈ LA and consider the result tR = T (tA , τ (tA )). Let tM be the
unique labelling of tA such that (tA , tM ) ∈ LM . Let ρ be an accepting run of A on (tA , tM ).
We show inductively that tR = tM what finishes the proof. Let w be a node of tA and
assume that for all v ≺ w we have tR (v) = tM (v). Let (q, ql , (a, m), qr ) be the transition
used by ρ in w. By the definition of Pw this transition is a witness that m ∈ Pw . Therefore,
Pw is not empty and tR (w) = m = tM (w).

